Write Source: Student Home Login

To access Write Source from home, students can use the address https://ws.hmhpub.com/

The first time students access the program, they will select a state from the dropdown list
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Enter the school name. The school list is filtered using predictive text as the student enters characters in the school name field. State and school selections are saved to the computer, so these steps will only be completed the first time the student logs in to the program.
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**Important Note:** Locating the correct school name can be tricky for some schools because students have to start typing the entire school name – i.e. **Thomas Wesley Andrews** or **Loreta Hickey**. Additionally, some schools from different cities have the same name, so be sure to double check the city name as well. Contact your child’s teacher if you have any questions about how the name of your child’s school is listed in Write Source.

After the correct school has been selected, the students use their **student ID#** as both the user name and the password, and can begin working on the assignments that teachers have created.